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Need A Gift For Mother's Day?
Do Your Shopping At GeoFair!
More than 50 retail dealers from as far away as Connecticut and Texas will offer unique
treasures for sale at Geofair, May 6 and May 7 - just a week before Mother's Day. From
jewelry to decorative items to artwork and crystals, you will find thousands of gift ideas
for Mom at GeoFair.
This year’s GeoFair will highlight "Mineral and Fossil Collections in the American
Midwest" and dozens of local amateur collectors will have their most exciting collections
on display.
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 6
Sharonville Convention Center
11355 Chester Road

11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 7
Sharonville Convention Center
11355 Chester Road

Merit badge assistance, earth science games, geode cracking, free mineral collections
(for kids under 12), free fossils (for kids under 12), and free identification of your fossils,
meteorites, minerals and gemstones are among the family-friendly activities at this
year's GeoFair.
Admission to GeoFair is $9 for adults and $3 for children. A two-day adult pass is
available for $12. Plentiful parking is free at the Sharonville Convention Center. Scouts
in uniform get free admission, as do teachers with identification when accompanied by a
paying adult. (A coupon for $2 off adult admission is offered for download here:
http://geofair.com/Geofair2017_Show_Flyer.pdf )
Since 1965, GeoFair has introduced thousands of families to the pleasures of the earth
sciences including collecting minerals and fossils, making jewelry and studying geology.
Experts at GeoFair will identify any fossil or mineral specimens or any items of jewelry..
Dozens of displays showcase the rare “finds” of amateur collectors. GeoFair is
produced by the Cincinnati Mineral Society and the Cincinnati Dry Dredgers.
For more information on GeoFair 2017, see our website at GeoFair.com
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